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The legal aid system is the implementation the rule of "Equal in law " a principle 
legal safeguard system. It had reflected a national democracy and the legal system 
degree, is the social civilization and the progress important symbol. Legal aid system 
through legal aid legislation concentrated expression. This article from the legal aid 
system origin start, to country legal aid system and so on English America has first 
carried on the brief introduction, again analyzes our country legal aid system the 
production and the development, the process contrast, the analysis , pointed out our 
country legal aid legislation in the legislation form, the law is standard the question 
which as well as in the act ualimplementation exists, finally bases the question, from 
aspect and soon consummation legal aid legislation puts forward own several ponders 
proposal. Although insufficiently is mature, but has the certain originality. The full      
text altogether divides three chapters. 
First chapter introduced the legal aid system production and the development. 
First briefly introduced the overseas legal aid system production and the development. 
Met the stress point to introduce our country legal aid production and the development 
situation. The induction pointed out the old China untrue legal aid system, the new 
China's legal aid system beginning in 1994, and could break through in 2003 in the 
legislation. 
Second chapter has carried on the appraisal to our country legal aid legislation. 
One, from the legislation form pointed out our country legal aid legislation existence 
the legislation level low, the law sand regulations are scattered in disorder, form and 
so on deficient in systematic characteristic question; Two, from the content pointed 
out our country legal aid legislation the question which in design and soon basic 
principle, basic system exists, and behind the profound analysis question exists the 
deep level reason, for solved the problem to indicate the direction. 
Third chapter is this article key point, namely to founds the Chinese 
characteristic the legal aid legal framework to propose own conception. On the one 
hand proposed the people our country legal aid legal framework bare bone tentative 
plan, hoped can establish from the constitution to integrity unification the and so on 














judicial interpretation, policy legal aid legal framework. On the other hand the 
tentative plan which proposed about the legal aid standard content in, the key point is 
aims at in the present legal aid legislation the slight defect which in the basic principle, 
the basic system superior aspect designs on exists, the parallel connection gathers the 
question which in the legal aid practice appears, creative proposed some bold tentative 
plans, can unceasingly impel our country legal aid enterprise by the time from the 
consummation legal aid legislation the development. 
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20 世纪 60 年代，许多国家尤其是美国，关于法律援助的作用和一般法律服
务的观念开始向一种更为广义的方向发展。
②
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